
Doctorate Health Professionals Who Acknowledge 

Remote Influence Technology 
 

 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Psychiatrists 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dr. Colin A. Ross, MD 

 
Between ~38:46-40:41 minutes of the documentary below is the following 
discussion:  
 
Colin Ross: "We know from articles in US News and World Report, and a magazine 

called Defense Electronics that there is a lot of experimentation, and development of non-

lethal weapons right up to the present.  Non-lethal weapons are various forms of energy 

and radiation, sound, electromagnetic, and so on that are beamed at a target's head, or 

other areas of the body to control their behavior, make them sick; disable them in some 

way without killing them."  

 

Narrator:  "But is it being tested on unknowing subjects as it was so abusively during the 

1950s?" 

 

Colin Ross:  "What we know for a fact now from a wide range of documentation is that 

there has been experimentation on unwitting civilians involving biological weapons, 

radiation experimentation, LSD, and other forms of mind control experimentation.  Given 

all that, it is basically implausible that there hasn't been some experimentation on 

unwitting citizens with non-lethal weapons technology." 

 

[. . .] 

 

Colin Ross:  "What we really need now is a really through public review of the history of 

medical and psychiatric contracting for mind control purposes.  We need all of this out on 

the table. We need it acknowledged."   

 

The above transcript is excerpted from: 

 

  History Channel Documentary "Mind Control -- America's Secret War" at: 
 
https://www.youtub"We know from articles in Ue news and World Report, and 
e.com/watch?v=bNv_VOn4puY 
 

Also; 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNv_VOn4puY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNv_VOn4puY


Ross CA. Ethics of CIA and Military Contracting by Psychiatrists and Psychologists. 

Ethical Human Psychology and Psychiatry Volume 9, Number 1, 2007. 

 

On journal page 31 of the above article is the following excerpt: 

 

"Although all the documentation is still classified, it is highly likely that a variety of nonlethal 

weapons have been tested on unwitting civilians in the last 10 years. These include 

various kinds of energy beams designed to disable a target, knock him or her out, or change 

his or her thoughts and behaviors (Pasternak, 1997). These experiments must involve 

psychiatrists and psychologists who assess the psychological impact of the weapons. 

Unethical mind control experimentation is a political abuse of psychiatry. Under the 

guise of medical research, human beings have been subjected to unethical experiments 

for the benefi t of the state. This abuse of psychiatry has occurred at all the major medical 

schools in North America. It has been pervasive and extensive. Many of the leading figures 

in psychiatry have either participated directly or looked the other way while friends 

and colleagues received grants and promotions." 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr. Amin A. M. Gadit, MD 

 

Gadit AAM. Terrorism and Mental Health;  The issue of psychological fragility. Journal 

of the Pakistan Medical Association October, p 725-6, 2009. This article is also online at: 

http://www.jpma.org.pk/full_article_text.php?article_id=1837 

 

On journal page 725 of the above article is this excerpt:  

 

"Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called 

Bio-electromagnetic Weapons. According to the description by an Institute of Science in Society, 
these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making physical 
appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most 
astonishing manifestations of this weapon system, it is also capable of crippling the human 
subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major 
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause 
difficulty with breathing and induce seizures besides damage to the tissues and organs. 
Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; 
their intellectual property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. . . . 
Manifestations of the effects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add further 
to the misery of the victims." 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr. Anna Fubini 

   Dr. Fubini is a psychoanalyst with medical degree in Italy who acknowledges  

   remote influence technology by personal communication, and;. 

 

 

http://www.aisjca-mft.org/ 

 

is a website associated with Dr. Fubini containing link titles acknowledging remote 

influence technology: 

 

http://www.jpma.org.pk/full_article_text.php?article_id=1837
http://www.aisjca-mft.org/


Microwave Mind Control: modern torture and control mechanism Eliminating Human 

Rights and Privacy 

 

Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons Dr. Reinhard Munzert 

 

Mind Weapon 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Psychologists 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr. Seth Farber, PhD 

 

http://www.sethhfarber.com/ 

 

Dr. Farber's personal home page above reads in part: 

 

"Non-consensual experimentation on human subjects 

[W]e stand today on the tip of a revolution with the new knowledge of remote influencing technologies 

capable of manipulating the human body and human brain. ..Who will speak today on behalf of all 

humanity? Who will step forward to prosecute and terminate ALL non-consensual human experimentation 

ongoing today? "  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr. Rinehard Munzert, PhD 
 

Munzert  R. Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons. 2002 [Online] [Cited 

June 28, 2016] Url:  http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/mw-weapon.htm 

 

(Abstract of the above article.) 

New arms threaten and destroy lives in strange ways. Directed energy weapons 
are among the high-tech arms of the century. They hurt and kill with 
electromagnetic power. Microwave weapons can be aimed at computers, 
electronical devices and persons. They have strong physical and psychological 
effects and can be used for military and terrorist activities. These weapons are 
also part of crimes (in Europe) that almost nobody knows except the victims and 
the offenders. Until now they make the perfect crime possible. No doubt, these 
weapons have a terrible future. 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Medical Doctors 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dr. John Hall, DO 

 

http://www.sethhfarber.com/
http://www.sethhfarber.com/non_consensual_experimentation_on_human_subjects_129180.htm
http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/mw-weapon.htm


Hall J. Guinea Pigs:  Technologies of Control. Strategic Book Publishing, Houston TX, 

2014.  

 

"For years the federal government has sought to remotely control human behavior. Starting 

with the CIA projects MKULTRA and MKSEARCH in the 1950s, the American public has 
been unwitting guinea pigs in a multitude of non-consensually performed experiments that 
have continued into the 21st century. 

Guinea Pigs takes readers on a journey into the darkest corners of U.S. non-consensual 
experimentation and the various technologies of control that have led to our current 
surveillance state." 

The above passage is from the author's webpage: 

 

http://sbprabooks.com/johnhall/ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dr. Terry Robertson, MD 
 

Dr. Terry Robertson, MD acknowledges remote influence technology in an interview at 2:42 

   4:21 minutes of the following video investigation: 
  

Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura -- Brain Invaders S03E07 at: 
  
https://vimeo.com/56215921 
 

________________________________________________________ 

 

  

Dr. Edward A. Moore, MD 

 

McMurtrey JJ, Moore EA. Technological Simulation of Hallucination. 2006. [Online] 

[Cited 2016  June 14] Url: 
http://www.slavery.org.uk/TechnologicalSimulationHallucination.doc  

 

ABSTRACT (of the above article) 
Objective: Evidence for technologies capable of remote sound or voice 
transmission isolated to individuals is surveyed along with target tracking 
capacity that can maintain apparent psychosis. Method: Examination of 
government reports, engineering databases, the patent 
database post 1976, PubMed, and the Internet for available pertinent authentic 
sources. Results: Ultrasound and radio frequency methods are described to 
remotely isolate voice to individuals. Accounts of ultrasound and radio frequency 
energy forms used on people also exist.  Conclusion: Evidence indicates 
development of technologies capable of remotely isolating sound and voice to an 
individual. Covert misuse of such technologies would result in simulated 
hallucination, which has no diagnostic recognition. 
 

http://sbprabooks.com/johnhall/
https://vimeo.com/56215921
http://www.slavery.org.uk/TechnologicalSimulationHallucination.doc


______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


